Rudgwick Walks 4
A Rudgwick River Ramble
The Fox to Exfold and Howick
Access Park at The Fox Inn at Bucks Green, Rudgwick. Pub info @ 01403 822386.
1 hour 30 mins.
Length and suitability
The outward leg is the same, but there are three alternative inward routes on this
short walk.
Return via ‘Route A’: 3¼ miles (5 km).
Return via ‘Route B’: 3¼ miles (5 km).
Return via ‘Route C’: 2¾ miles (4½ km).
Some fenced stiles unsuitable for dogs, particularly on return Route B. Dogs
must be kept on a lead when near livestock. Partly on pavement on Loxwood
Road, A281 and Haven Road. Take care when rejoining Loxwood Road at the
end of walk (as the stile is on the side with no pavement), or on the busy A281.
Remainder of walk across fields and through woodland. Crosses the Arun by
good bridges (but avoid times of flood). Work was in progress erecting new
fences at several places on this walk, so be aware of possible new stiles and
gates.
1. Walk towards Loxwood, along Loxwood Road until you pass the drive to
Woodfalls Manor, then look for a finger post on the other side of the road.
Loxwood Road, formerly Drungewick Road, has ribbon development on the north
side that took place about 50 years ago on enclosed land that had once been a strip of
roadside waste, part of Exfold Wood Common (Drungewick Manor). Many of the
properties have been modernised, rebuilt, or infilled with new ones. Ribbon
development was not permitted once the post-war planning system came into being.
The Rudgwick Social Club stood between Nyton Cottage and Atheldene; replaced
by a new house. The Club was relocated in 2006 to the playing fields in Bucks Green,
the end of a long association with this site. Woodfalls was destroyed by fire and is
now modern flats set in its own grounds. See Route A for Red House and The Fox .
Cross over to the stile and then cross the driveway to Exfold, through a gate
into a field with views back across Rudgwick to the church on the ridge. Keep
dogs on a lead (livestock). Cross a stile. Go ahead across gated paddocks,
over another stile, into a further field, which falls steeply into the Arun valley
and passes Exfold’s extensive lawns and a lake on the right, pausing to
admire wide views across the valley. Enter the next flat field by stile or gate.

Exfold (‘the fold for oxen’) on the
other hand is a very ancient
settlement, a clearing in the forest,
once part of Drungewick manor, but
not itself a manor, and like
Drungewick and Howick (see
below) overlooks the Arun from
where early settlers probably
arrived. One of the field names is
‘Old Oatersh’ meaning ploughland
for oats. A barn reconstruction here
by local carpenter Arthur Barnett
was shown on ITV ‘Countryways’
in the mid-1990s. Since then much
further modernisation and quality
landscaping has taken place. Exfold
Manor became an important
international equestrian property for
dressage horses under the Channon
family, who moved overseas in
2004. The farmhouse has been dated
to the early 1400s but is mostly
C17th, 18th and 19th rebuilding,
suggesting its owners were farmers
of some substance.

2. The floodplain path may be damp,
but it leads you to the wellconstructed bridge over the river, with
small gates at either end. There is a
high step up to the bridge.
Immediately, keep right, where
footpaths diverge, and remain on the
flat floodplain. The path is between
mature trees to the left and the Arun
on your right. As the river meanders
you are sometimes close to the
water. Through the next gate and
over a footbridge, go ahead into
another field, eventually reaching a
narrowing of the field where you enter
a patch of trees. Cross a footbridge
over a stream, and left through a gate into a higher field.

Medieval farmers once used the Arun water meadows communally. Only later did
the land become parcelled off mainly to adjacent farms. You may notice debris from
previous floods against fences and trees in the ‘floodplain’. Like many valleys the
lowest point is some way from the river, where perhaps an old channel is discernible,
or as a consequence of silt deposition near the channel as the current slows on
breaking its banks.
The river bridge is at precisely the point where this Horsham river finally
turns south on its route to the sea. The crossing leads to Howick (return route A) and
Gibbons Mill (your outward route). There were earlier bridges, certainly one on a
map of 1879. Prior to the silting up of the floodplain it is likely that small craft could
navigate at least in high water levels upstream to the east. We forget how recent some
of our landscapes are.

There is a wooded spur of high ground within the river meander to your left,
and the south-flowing river on your right. Across the river are Rolls Farm (high and
difficult to see, looking behind you), and Rudgwick Grange (formerly Kingsfold,
standing out with its white windows), another very old riverside farm.
Wild daffodils grow in the field beyond the floodplain in early Spring. A few
weeks later, as you enter trees to climb up the low bluff, you may smell or see the
white flowers of ransoms (wild garlic) and bluebells.

3. Go ahead to cross the field
diagonally to the corner where the
path turns left into Howick Copse
by a stile. Follow the path through
woodland, cross a stile into a field
continuing ahead with trees and a
stream on your left. Enter another
field by the gate, and continue
ahead along the field boundary
towards Howick Farm.
Keep dogs on a lead and children close
in any field with llamas. Do not attempt
to touch llamas. They are just naturally
curious.

4. Enter the farm over a new stile, and
through two gates, cross a ditch, to
pass the farmhouse on your left.

Howick (below left) was often
referred to as a manor, but never had
dependent holdings, nor does it
appear to have held manorial courts.
There was probably relatively early
Saxon settlement here, as its name is
a description of a farm near a spur of
land (i.e. the one you have just circled
around) and along with Lynwick and
Rudgwick itself has the ending ‘wic’,
a dairy farm.
Howick was a taxation
centre for the parish in the C16th. The
farm itself is isolated and in a
sheltered hollow, with a source of
water in a stream. However, the
farmhouse is not that old, dating only
from the C17th, and mainly Victorian.
Like many of our old settlements it
had long ago become a tenanted
farmhouse.
In the 1990s, Howick
became well known for its miniature
(toy) ponies and also llamas. A small
number of both can still be seen on
this walk. More recently, there have
been two interesting barn
conversions; seen as you walk
through what was the farmyard.

Follow the track passing two new barn conversions on the right.
Diversions: there are three alternative routes to explore back to The Fox.

Either

Route A: walk further down the lane out of Howick and take the first
footpath on the left circling back to outward route, re-crossing the Arun
bridge to Loxwood Road [follow 4 and 5 below].

or

Route B: continue a little further up Howick Lane, and take the second
path left, then passing Chephurst Farm return across the brick bridge to
Red House on Loxwood Road [follow 6 and 7 below].

or

Route C: continue as route B, but after Chephurst, intercept Haven
Road, crossing the river at Wanford Mill, to meet the A281 using the
pavement (traffic noise/safety!) [Follow 6 and 8 below].

Route A
4. (continued) As you leave the former farmyard, turn sharp left, through a
green gate, passing the back of the old farmhouse on a gravel drive. Leaving
the drive and newly enclosed garden, enter the field, turning half left to the far
side, to a metal gate by an electricity pole. The path follows the high ground
between a stream to your left and the Arun again to your right. You have to
pass through triple gates, where the farmer has at some time constructed a
collecting area for animals, to take you ahead into another field. As you drop
down to the floodplain, you cross double stiles, turning slightly right and close
to the river.
Route A:
Not far from the farm to your right you can glimpse that most essential of Rudgwick’s
services, the sewage works, overlooking the river, into which flows clean water (we
hope). If you live in the village this is the destination of that pipe from your property,
via a pumping station near Bucks Green (by Route B).
You may also spot the remains of a wind pump, which must have been a
means of getting fresh water to Howick before the mains arrived. From here there are
views over Bucks Green and to Exfold and Rudgwick Grange. The Arun valley now
has steep bluffs on the right. This is upstream from the previous sighting. Here it is
still flowing east to west.
Route A (continued)
5. Once in the floodplain field, you soon rejoin the path you took earlier in the
walk, once more crossing the sturdy river footbridge and, and climbing back
up to Exfold, retracing your steps to Loxwood Road.
Caution! Stile leads directly onto road. Cross the road with care and turn
right, pausing at The Redhouse, back to The Fox at Bucks Green.

Route A and B:
The Redhouse was a small farm, carved out of Exfold. In the late C16th the Butcher
family occupied both, with Chephurst and Lynwick too. The left end dates from 1630,
a little older than The Fox Inn. The Redhouse front has a wide 1730s Georgian
façade, imposing despite its low elevation. The interesting interior includes a hearth
dated 1676. It was only a 30 acre holding (some C18th barns remain) yet clearly the
occupants were well-to-do. It was once called ‘Newhouse’ but others called it by its
present name so there may have been redbrick, tiles or painted wood before the
present façade. Some years ago this house was Dr Henderson’s home and surgery.
Crossing the valley, or gill, of the little stream that comes from Lynwick
Hanger north of the A281, the view of The Fox is welcoming. The original late C17th
cottage is now the dining area of the Fox, the bar is a later addition c1800. This
cottage was on a green formerly known as Frankton Hook, a vestige of which is the
triangle at the junction. Around 1800 a brick building was added to this cottage, both
becoming the parish Poor House. Later from the 1870s the brick building was The
Fox Beer House, the much older part reverting to being a cottage, now combined
again as the inn we know today. It is said that the passage between the two halves was
a right of way. Val Botting ran a greengrocer’s/transport café up to the 1950s from this
small cottage. Her daughter Peggy Walker wrote her memories of an early C20th
Rudgwick childhood – see page 59). The outbuilding by the A281 was a fire station.
Next to The Fox is the former Rudgwick School, with its distinctive bell
tower, which opened in 1880. There was no road west of here till the 1809 turnpike
bridged the deep gill to replace the old road to Alfold referred to above.
Route B and C
6. There are a lot of stiles on the next section. Possible horses grazing require
caution. Continue ahead down the farm drive. Half way to the main road, turn
left over a stile on a footpath that crosses the drive, just after passing ‘Toy
Horse Stud’. Cross a large field and find a stile a few yards to the right of a
prominent gateway. Turn left on a farm track for a few yards, and then right
over a stile into fields. Continue ahead, following the left boundaries of the
fields, using stiles and footbridges where provided. To the right of Chephurst
Farm, cross the farm drive over two further stiles. Go ahead in another field to
the opposite side where paths cross in front of a hedge. At this point routes B
and C diverge.
Route B and C:
Chephurst, formerly Cheaphurst, even earlier Chapers (1482), is a farm with a
long history, tied to that of The Redhouse, as they were farmed together by the
Butcher family from the C16th to the C19th.

Route B
7. Turn left at the crossing of paths referred to in section 6 above, and then go
ahead across several more paddocks and fields, keeping close to the
hedge/fence on your right, and then into a field that slopes to the river. Pass
close to the riverbank (on your left), across the flood plain to the brick bridge
over the River Arun, then ahead up a green lane in a gully.
Route B:
You can glimpse the rear of the new Sports and Social Club from the slope down to
the floodplain. Notice the main sewer pipe on the floodplain. It carries Rudgwick’s
waste from the pumping station in the corner of Bucks Green’s King George V
Playing Fields over the river; to disappear underground again to the sewage works
you passed earlier on the hill.
Your path follows an old lane, which crosses the brick bridge that links
Chephurst and The Redhouse. This bridge probably dates from the ownership of
Edward Ireland who owned Exfold, Chephurst and Exfold. A track to Exfold joined
your path where the green lane meets the field – there were barns here then, by the
trees, on the left. The brick bridge - the only private one remaining in the parish – is
just wide enough for a horse and cart or buggy, and is not in good repair. Some fine
old trees mark the line of the peaceful green lane. The present path was diverted away
from The Redhouse, but you can see a row of trees that mark its former line.

When you come
to a field, cross
the stile, turn
left. Follow the
edge of the
field, up the
slope to meet
Loxwood
Road.

Caution! Stile
leads directly
onto road.
Cross the road with care to the pavement and turn right, pausing at The
Redhouse, back to the Fox Inn (left).
Route C

8. At the point where Route B turned left, instead, either continue ahead, or turn
right (both will lead to Haven Road).
Turning right takes you straight to Haven Road, visible a few yards away,
opposite Naldretts Lane, across one more stile. Keep to the pavement, turning
left passing Wanford House (right), and the private drive to Wanford Mill.
Going straight on takes you behind Anchorage Farm, on a well marked wide
path, eventually descending to the road by Wanford Bridge. Turn left on the
pavement crossing both Wanford Bridges and up the slope beyond.
Route C:
Wanford was probably ‘waggon ford’. The two water mills held by the church in the
Nonae Rolls of 1341 must have been Wanford and Gibbons Mills. The site of a corn
mill was unlikely to change because of the investment in associated river diversion.
Wanford Mill was in a very accessible location for local farmers. The
yeoman Naldrett family were ‘seised’ of the mill in 1582, but more ambiguous
reference to ‘water’ can be found in C15th documents relating to the same family. The
Naldrett’s became the largest landowners in the parish (associated with Naldretts
House in Naldretts Lane). In the C19th the Allberry family were millers here, living in
Wanford House, the miller’s house. The Allberry family expanded their interests to
include the Town Mill in Horsham, and built the new Steam Mill (later Prewett’s)
near Tan Bridge. Wanford later became part of the Botting family’s milling ‘empire’
(Gibbons and Brewhurst) for over 30 years, 1877-1915. The mill remained in
working order through to the 1930s. See page 58 for further reading on mills. Both
families also have well documented family histories.
‘Wanford Green’ is thought to include the roadside waste from the Naldretts
Lane area across the river to the A281, the northern part later being called Bucks
Green.
In Bucks Green, before the junction of the A281 are two buildings of note.
On the right, the Horsham Stone roofed house is Forge Cottage (1550), a former
smithy/wheelwrights, well placed for business at the centre of the parish. In front of it
was the tollhouse (Tollgate Cottages, on the site) for the turnpike 1809-c1870.
Cross Wanford Bridges over the millrace (arched bridge) and river (steel
bridge) There is a glimpse of the mill to your right. At the junction with the
A281, do not cross the road. Turn left, if you are returning to The Fox, but if
you do intend crossing the road there is a light controlled crossing for your
safety. At the junction of Loxwood Road the best route to the Fox Inn is to turn
left on the pavement of Loxwood Road and enter the pub garden where it is
safer to cross.

Route C:
The Guildford-Horsham turnpike was gated at the junction, as was the turning to The
Haven. Opposite the junction, Burnalls Cottage is the C15th attractive right hand side
of the pair of cottages to the right of the mews; to its left is the former Queens Head
Inn (built 1760), thought to be the only pub to have been purpose built and the oldest
documented date (1796) for a pub in the parish. Sadly lost to Rudgwick’s good range
of pubs, the Queen’s Head was popular with coaches passing through with a ‘Coaches
Welcome’ sign and spacious front car park.
On the left hand corner, Bucks Green Place replaced Raskells, a farm whose
fields included the King George V Playing Fields, the Village Hall, and new Sports &
Social Club (entrance shortly, left) where three fields contained the name ‘Rascoe’.
As you turn along the A281, you will see one of Rudgwick’s oldest
buildings, now divided into two - Snoxalls and The Old Cottage. Both are former
names for this building, the central part of which was dated by dendrochronology to
timber felled in 1337/8 (see Edwardian photo below, including the Chasemore twins,
Winifred and Alfred). Many people will remember it as a restaurant called Goblin’s
Pool, more recently l’Antico, where for many years in the last century you could dine
in the richly beamed rooms. The loss of both pub and restaurant has taken some of the
life out of Bucks Green, which also had shops, petrol stations, and a Post Office. The
busy traffic artery and several commercial premises, are important to the village
economy, but do little to enhance the environment of Rudgwick’s second settlement.

